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Abstract.We study flavor oscillations of low energy neutrinos propagating in dense
matter of a rotating neutron star. On the basis of the exact solutions of the wave
equations for neutrinos mass eigenstates we derive the transition probability for
neutrinos having big initial angular momentum. It is found that flavor oscillations
of neutrinos with energies of several electron-Volts can be resonancely enhanced.
It is known that neutrinos play a significant role at the last stages of the
evolution of massive stars. For example, almost 99% of the gravitational energy
of a protoneutron star is carried away during the supernova explosion. The
remaining dense, compact object, a neutron star, can have extreme properties:
central density ∼ 1014 g/cc, magnetic field ∼ 1015G and angular velocity ∼
103 s−1. In this short note we examine the influence of the neutron star rotation
on flavor oscillations of neutrinos. Note that the propagation of neutrinos in
rotating matter was also studied in Refs. [1, 2].
Let us study the evolution of the two flavor neutrinos system (να, νβ) inter-
acting with the background matter by means of the electroweak forces. The
Lagrangian for this system has the form,
L =
∑
λ=α,β
ν¯λ(iγ
µ∂µ − fµλ γLµ )νλ −
∑
λλ′=α,β
mλλ′ ν¯λνλ′ , (1)
where γLµ = γµ(1 − γ5)/2. Supposing that matter is electroneutral and all the
background fermions rotate as a rigid body we can express the external fields
fµλ for α = µ or τ and β = e oscillations channel as,
fµα = −
GF√
2
jµn , f
µ
β =
GF√
2
(2jµe − jµn), jµe,n = (ne,n, ne,nv), (2)
where GF is the Fermi constant, ne,n is the number density of electrons and
neutrons and v = (Ω× r) is the velocity of the background matter.
To study the evolution of the system (1) we should introduce the neutrino
mass eigenstates ψa to diagonalize the mass matrix (mλλ′ ), νλ = (exp[−iσ2θ])λa
×ψa, where θ is the vacuum mixing angle. We suggest that the mass eigenstates
are Dirac particles. In the basis of the mass eigenstates ψa neutrinos have
definite masses ma.
In the limit of small neutrino masses the wave equations for the upper ξa
and lower ηa chiral components of the spinor ψ
T
a = (ξa, ηa) decouple. Therefore
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using cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z) with Ω = Ωez we can write the general
expression for the two component wave function ηa in the form (see Ref. [2]),
ηa(r, φ, t) =
∞∑
n,s=0
(
a(a)ns (t) u
+
a,ns(r, φ) exp[−iE(a)+n t]
+ b(a)ns (t) u
−
a,ns(r, φ) exp[−iE(a)−n t]
)
, (3)
where the energy levels
E(a)±n = −Va ±
√
4VaΩn +m2a, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (4)
have the discrete values and the basis spinors
u(±)a,ns(r, φ) =
√
VaΩ
2pi
(
In−1,s(ρa)e
i(l−1)φ
∓iIn,s(ρa)eilφ
)
, l = n− s, (5)
are expressed in terms of the Laguerre functions In,s(ρa) of the dimension-
less argument ρa = VaΩr
2, V1 = GF(nn − 2ne sin2 θ)/
√
2 and V2 = GF(nn −
2ne cos
2 θ)/
√
2 are the potentials of the interaction of mass eigenstates with
background matter. Note that in Eqs. (3)-(5) we study neutrinos propagating
in the equatorial plane with z = 0.
In Ref. [2] we obtained the general differential equations for the coefficients
a
(a)
ns (t) and discussed the situation of the small initial angular momentum:
l ≪ s. Now we study neutrino flavor oscillations for l ≫ s, i.e. particles
with big initial angular momentum. Using the results of our work [2] we get
that in this situation the differential equations for different l and s decouple and
we can describe the evolution of the system with help of the single Schro¨dinger
equation,
i
d
dt
(
a˜
(1)
l
a˜
(2)
l
)
=
(
ω/2 ∆
∆ −ω/2
)(
a˜
(1)
l
a˜
(2)
l
)
, (6)
where the components a˜
(a)
l of the “wave function”, which now can be enu-
merated with the single quantum number “l” are related to the coefficients in
Eq. (3) by the formula, a˜
(a)
l = (exp[−iσ3ω/2])aba(b)l . The parameters of the
effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (6) have the form,
∆ =
(
GF√
2
− k
2nn
)
ne sin 2θ, ω =
δm2
2k
, k =
√
4VΩl, (7)
where k is the effective momentum of neutrinos and V = GFnn/
√
2.
Using Eqs. (6) and (7) we can obtain the transition probability in the form,
Pβ→α(x) =
(∆ cos 2θ + ω sin 2θ/2)2
∆2 + (ω/2)2
sin2
(√
∆2 + (ω/2)2x
)
. (8)
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Figure 1: The dependence of the maximal transition probability on the neutrino energy for
the case l ≫ s. This plot corresponds to νe → νµ oscillations, with δm2 ≈ 8.1 × 10−5 eV2
and sin2 θ ≈ 0.3 and matter with nn = 1038 cm−3 and Ye = ne/nn = 3 × 10−3. The very
low energy part of the curve, which cannot be treated in frames of the quantum mechanical
approach, is shown by the dashed line.
Let us discuss the oscillation scheme νe → νµ. In Fig. 1 we present the maximal
transition probability as a function of the neutrino energy, built on the basis of
Eq. (8). Note that for the nuclear matter in β equilibrium the number density
of electrons has the following value: ne ≈ 3pi2n2n/(2mn)3. As one can see
from this picture, the transition probability has a resonance behaviour. The
maximal transition probability is reached at ∼ 16 eV. At very large energies
the transition probability approaches to the limit Pmax → cos2(2θ) ≈ 0.16, a
result that can also be inferred from Eq. (8). We should notice that the solution
presented in Eq. (8) is not valid for very large neutrino energies, because in
that case the condition l≫ s is violated.
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